2006 chevy hhr engine

FordNut answered 5 years ago. Please don't take offense at this Lisa, but if you have to ask that
don't even try. You need a full complete tool set, and writing out how to remove the engine is
virtually impossible. Take it to a shop. Reelin68 answered 5 years ago. If you plan on doing a job
that big, you should spend the money on the actual factory repair manual. Try Amazon or Ebay.
There are 3 auctions on Ebay now. Very expensive. But if you plan on keeping the vehicle they
are well worth it. I have them for my toyotas. They have a very good resale value. There are
downloads on the internet, but I don't know if they are worth it. LisaG15 answered 5 years ago. I
should have asked: Does the engine have to be removed from the bottom of the car? Every
engine I've ever seen removed is from the top. Ever see an engine hoist? They would have to
remove too many parts from below to get it out. Nothing in the way from under the hood. Here's
a video That is exactly what I know and have seen. Just needed reassurance! Thank you,
Reelin68! GuruB4LMW answered 2 years ago. Removing control arm bolt just spins. Cant get to
as not is covered inside. Any suggestions? Does anyone have any idea how to turn off, disable
or remove the bulb of the "map light" located on the rearview mirror on a HHR Chevy. This light
just stays on all the time, drives a person nut My Chevy HHR has a red battery symbol on and
the check charging system light on I checked the serpentine belt and it is tight I've had the
battery only 2 weeks bought brand new I've had the a Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. How do you remove the engine in a Chevy HHR? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet HHR question.
CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale.
Used Cars for Sale. FordNut answered 5 years ago. Please don't take offense at this Lisa, but if
you have to ask that don't even try. You need a full complete tool set, and writing out how to
remove the engine is virtually impossible. Take it to a shop. Reelin68 answered 5 years ago. If
you plan on doing a job that big, you should spend the money on the actual factory repair
manual. Try Amazon or Ebay. There are 3 auctions on Ebay now. Very expensive. But if you plan
on keeping the vehicle they are well worth it. I have them for my toyotas. They have a very good
resale value. There are downloads on the internet, but I don't know if they are worth it. LisaG15
answered 5 years ago. I should have asked: Does the engine have to be removed from the
bottom of the car? Every engine I've ever seen removed is from the top. Ever see an engine
hoist? They would have to remove too many parts from below to get it out. Nothing in the way
from under the hood. Here's a video That is exactly what I know and have seen. Just needed
reassurance! Thank you, Reelin68! GuruB4LMW answered 2 years ago. Removing control arm
bolt just spins. Cant get to as not is covered inside. Any suggestions? Does anyone have any
idea how to turn off, disable or remove the bulb of the "map light" located on the rearview
mirror on a HHR Chevy. This light just stays on all the time, drives a person nut My Chevy HHR
has a red battery symbol on and the check charging system light on I checked the serpentine
belt and it is tight I've had the battery only 2 weeks bought brand new I've had the a I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. How do you remove the engine in a Chevy HHR?
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Chevrolet HHR question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.
Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. My Chevy HHR has a red battery symbol on and the check charging system light
on I checked the serpentine belt and it is tight I've had the battery only 2 weeks bought brand
new I've had the alternator charge and it was fine the car is not stalled or been a problem to
start since the battery has been changed what else could cause those two lights to come on.
Rowefast answered 3 years ago. There is a problem with the charging system, broken wire,
blown fuse, or a bad alternator. Need to see if the alternator is charging while the engine is
running, you can have this checked at any auto parts store. Jessica answered 3 years ago.
Thank you I've had the alternator checked and it is charging the battery I did that at O'Reilly's
and AutoZone but at least gives me somewhere to check now because I wasn't sure what else
to look for. If the alternator is charging on the vehicle, then there could be a problem
somewhere with a wire to make the light come on, but the battery light also could indicate a bad
battery, a short in the battery so it is not taking a charge. Have the battery tested separately at a
auto parts store. I have seen new batteries develop a internal short. I don't think you need to
take the battery out to have tested. Just take the vehicle somewhere so they can check the CCA

of the battery. My Chevy HHR has a red battery symbol on and the check charging system light
on I checked the serpentine belt and it is tight I've had the battery only 2 weeks bought brand
new I've had the a Jean Marie answered 5 minutes ago Your info helped. As you drive I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet HHR question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. So how do you find out what
problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting
ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. Since around the beginning of this year, our heater went out and the coolant system
has not worked properly to cool the engine causing the car to go hot after about only driving 5
miles. Not to mention, I can't locate the thermostat housing compartment in the car. It appears
that this department has been bypassed. After doing some research on the GM HHR cars, it
appears that I am along with many other HHR owners are experiencing the same issue s with
this particular car having overheating problems. GM really needs to evaluate this problem and
recall these cars for repairs. Engine shut off first time resulting in minor contact with garage
door while pulling into driveway. Shut down 2 more times at low speeds and a 4th time at
50mph in a cement barrier construction zone on a bridge, no road shoulder, due to speed at
shut down was able to coast through construction to roadside. Ignition control module was
replaced after incident, however shutdowns continued after. Drove car with single key only
since ignition control module was replaced, however my vehicle stills shuts down! I don't want
to wait until I kill someone to have the gov, GM, or anyone care, that the cars that are actually
shutting down need to be taken off the road and replaced! I am begging someone at this Agency
to please make them replace our known defective and unsafe cars! I have 2 small kids and have
to keep them safe! Left front drive shaft failed while parked in my garage. Car would not move,
had to be towed to dealer for warranty repair. This is the first of two drive shaft failures on this
HHR. Search CarComplaints. Right front drive shaft failed while stopped at a red light. Vehicle
unable to move. Very dangerous!!! Drove 1 mile. Turned engine off for 15 min. When restarted
car it started shaking, warning message on dash read engine power reduced. Unable to drive
more than 30 mph, with car still shaking drove 1 mile to my local mechanic, when mechanic
restarted car and conducted dx test and reset code the problem resolved, no further incidents
after miles of test driving. Hesitant to drive car any long distance for fear it may happen again
and curious if other HHR drivers have had this problem or if there was a silent recall.. Please
advise. Was snowing got car high centered in driveway could not get ignition to turn off tried off
and on for a hour finally frustrated went in home the next morning of course my battery was
dead. This happened within the first two weeks of buying the car. Then dealership came out got
vehicle started took to shop. I got the car back a week later. Then was driving car and on the
weekend on my way to work message on dash says reduced engine power and would not let me
go more than 30 mph. The roads were completely dry so road conditions were not the issue. I
again called the guy who sold me the car he switch me over to the mechanic who said bring the
car in next time it does that otherwise they wont be able to tell what went wrong. Then the next
week my front tire was wobbling like it was going to come off and it was not the lug bolts
because I checked them so back to the shop again. They said some bolt was loose under the
hood to the front end and I should be fine. Then I believe it was a week or two later the ignition
locked up on me again and they blamed that on me. I have had the car for a year and owe more
than it is worth so cannot trade it in because I owe three times more than it is worth. A month
ago again the message came on the dash reduce engine power on my way to work live 11 miles
out of town so drove on the shoulder of the road with my flashers on to let other cars by.
Among that I had the windshield leek water in my floor on passenger side every time it rained.
The dealership had put in a new windshield and didn't get part under the hood back on
correctly. I could go on and on but bottom line after buying the car it was in the shop three
times before I even got plates for it. I have been really frustrated with the car but not much that I
know to do since owe too much on it. Since then I have had 1. Now, 4. And Replaced both front
door handles with in 2 weeks I hear a loud crackling or static sound from my speakers and the
radio is off. Oh and My check engine light won't go off plus Every time I have to change the
battery I have to get my remote reprogrammed for the auto start What is going on? I am a single
mother I can't afford to fix the major ignition or gear shift, transmission and electrical car
shaking these have been reported in a lot of Hhrs. Please help. The contact owns a Chevrolet

HHR. The contact stated that while driving 40 mph, the check engine warning light illuminated.
The vehicle was taken to the dealer for inspection where they stated that the number three
cylinder had misfired. As a result, the exhaust valve and the exhaust head needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure
mileage was 56, Vehicle will stall and we will crash or be hit by some one. When the vehicle
stalls you loose all power that is power steering, brakes, the ability to maintain control of my
vehicle. Found the panel in the steering column and the release button to remove key. Now the
gear shift button is stuck in the pressed position, making the car vulnerable to coming out of
gear. This is extremely unsafe and costly to fix. The contact owns a Chevrolet HHR lt. The
contact stated that the power steering assist failed and the vehicle stalled without warning. The
contact had to shift into neutral to restart the vehicle. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who
was unable to determine the cause of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure and offered to assist with repair costs. The failure
mileage was 15, The current mileage was , I drove my vehicle to New Jersey for vacation but
came back to Virginia within two days. Upon my arrival in Virginia, I repacked my bags and
headed to charlotte, nc. All the driving that I was doing was highway driving. To charlotte, nc I
drove South and I South. After I got off on I South to go back to the hotel on the way up the hill
towards the hotel the car stopped moving forward. It would rev up when pushing on the
accelerator but would not move forward. The car however would shift gears and go in reverse. I
parked the car in a parking lot and had called my insurance company to have the car towed to
the local Chevrolet dealership. Had the transmission failed as I was speeding down I South
there would have been a serious accident. Additionally, this morning August 22nd, the car
would not start. The lights inside the car would come on such as the gauge lights, radio, etc but
the engine would not turn over. I had the car towed to the midpoint Chevrolet dealership and it
was determined that the starter was bad and thus had to be replaced. Also, the morning of
November 24th upon returning to my car from a night out the car would not start again. This
time no lights would come on. The only indication that there was at least some power was the
indicator light on my car charger. I contacted my insurance company and received a jump start
from a local tow service and the vehicle has been running smoothly ever since. This has
occurred twice in the last few months but there is no indication as to what may be draining the
battery's power. I have had the battery checked twice and on these two occasions and is
deemed to still be good. After traveling back and forth from one county to another approx miles
roundtrip as I exited the fwy the car was driving normal except for I was on empty at this point. I
came to a complete stop when light turned green I began to accelerate. Upon acceleration at
approx. At this point I also noticed that the check engine light had now illuminated on the
instrument panel. I took the car straight home and did not attempt to drive again for days. Then
one day I drove it approx 15 miles all was good. I went shopping upon leaving the car still
appeared to be normal. I've noticed that on a few occasions this happens once the gas is on
empty. I also noticed on one occasion that once I had put a little over half a tank of gas in as
well as a bottle of fuel injector cleaner that the indicator lights shut off as well as the jerking had
disappears. We have had the transmission flushed and still the problem persists. Aside from
that when you try to remote start the engine once the check engine light has come on the
remote start no longer works. You hear the electrical all come on but that's it. Then all of a
sudden the other night I attempt to exit my car and the driver door handle snapped right off. I
didn't pull hard. If I had the door would've at least popped open a lil. But it didn't budge.
Whenever it rains the passenger side leaks from the counsel the carpet always gets soaked The
contact stated while driving 50 mph, the vehicle stalled, immediately after the check engine
warning lamp illuminated. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who diagnosed that the coil pack
was defective and needed to be replaced. The remedy failed to repair the problem. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The VIN was not available. The failure mileage
was , and the current mileage was , Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
Useful articles fast to read and guides easy to understand written by mechanics and car
enthusiasts to turn your shopping experience with CARiD into a pleasure. If you feel vibration
accompanied by unusual noise when driving, this can be the sign of a bad engine mount.
Replace it with a mount from the leading aftermarket supplier, Anchor. Manufactured to Direct
OEM replacement Securely supports the engine on the chassis. Lined with rubber to help
reduce engine vibration Manufactured to GM OE specification for fit, form, and function.
Designed to meet all OE standards and specifications, these engine mounts will fit your vehicle
with no modifications. They will safely connect the engine to the car frame keeping it Designed
to meet or exceed OE specifications Constructed to deliver consistent performance. This
premium product is the best way to go for those looking for the highest quality Completely
disassembled, thoroughly cleaned, and carefully inspected Checked for cracks. Chevy HHR 2.

This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to
offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship. Manufactured from
Designed to deliver trouble-free, consistent performance Right for your vehicle and lifestyle.
This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to
offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship Westar's OE
replacement motor mounts effectively control engine movement for vibration-free driving. Since
, Westar has specialized in distributing top-of-the-line engine mounts and related This premium
product is the best way to go for those Made from the Made utilizing the finest materials and
equipment Engineered to restore your vehicle to its pristine condition. Designed utilizing the
latest technology, this product by Sealed Power features premium quality and will perform
better than advertised. Perfect for your vehicle and lifestyle, Repair your vehicle to its optimal
performance with this premium piston set designed by DNJ. This superb set includes
everything you may need for successful installation Designed to restore your vehicle's original
performance Includes all you may need to replace your worn out parts. As motor oil is pumped
through the This premium product is the best way to go for those looking for the highest quality
replacement that offers supreme levels of quality, performance and reliability. Designed to
provide a perfect fit Compatible with petroleum, semi-synthetic and full synthetic motor oils
Renews worn seals with no risk of damage or eventual corrosion. Designed utilizing the latest
technology, this product by Pioneer Automotive features premium quality and will perform
better than advertised. Prevents and reduces hydraulic lifter noise. Cleans oil passages to
remove oil flow restrictions. Restores proper hydraulic lifter function and reduces wear. For all
4-stroke gasoline Made with precision and quality in mind Designed to meet your specific
needs. MoS2 Anti-Friction Engine Treatment ensures immediate friction and wear reduction,
adds an extremely protective and pressure-resistant boundary layer with low friction and Save
your time and hassle when replacing your worn out or cracked valve with this superior part
expertly crafted by DNJ. Designed to meet or exceed the highest OE standards, the Designed to
replace your worn out or cracked valve Looks, fits and performs just like your OE part.
Designed utilizing the latest technology, this Retail Box. If you've been looking for an oil
additive that ramps up the performance of any lubricating fluid, without any of the harmful
additives used in the past, your search is Increases Efficiency Increases Horsepower and
Torque. Designed to provide long-lasting service life Made utilizing state-of-the-art equipment.
All Tri Star stock replacement engines are remanufactured with the highest quality control
levels. All specifications meet or exceed standards set by OE and engine remanufacturing
guidelines, and are Seals protect against heat and leaks Connecting rods are honed to ensure
uniformity. High-tech anti-wear additive, suitable for most 4-stroke engines as well as manual
transmissions and compressors. Reduces friction and wear thanks to a unique combination of
ceramic With a special formula of zinc, phosphorous and moly, it's the Friction fighting formula
that adds engine wear protection Ideal for high performance engines with flat tappet cams.
Featuring leading-edge design, premium materials and precision engineering, Sealed Power
valves are recognized for superior durability and fatigue resistance that can meet the demands
of Unsurpassed engineering, manufacturing and materials selection High fatigue strength. This
product is made of high-quality components to meet and exceed strict quality requirements.
Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind. It will meet your needs
and deliver It allows motor oils a higher degree of BlueDevil Rear Main Sealer permanently
stops rear main seal leaks. Just add to the engine oil to restore and seal gaskets. BlueDevil
Rear Main Sealer is a great repair for timing cover leaks. Not only the most important product
for proper camshaft break-in, but also extremely important at each oil change Designed to
unlock more performance out of your vehicle Deliver a reasonable balance of strength and
durability. Re-Seal is a fast, effective and safe stop-leak for all rubber seals and gaskets. The
exclusive formulation restores worn or dried out seals and is not harmful to Compatible with
conventional and synthetic oils, ATF, gear oil, power steering fluids and hydraulic oil Does not
contain petroleum distillates, will not over-swell or breakdown seals. For maximum results in
large Reduces electrolysis, extreme pressure friction and excessive heat Displaces moisture
and protects metal surfaces. Other oil stabilizers on the market do not Stops Oil Leaks conditions seals to help stop oil leaks Reduces Oil Burning - seals worn cylinders and valve
guides to slow oil consumption. It will meet Made to provide the perfect lubricant solution for
your needs Designed with innovative manufacturing techniques. Lucas Complete Engine
Treatment is a unique formulation that cleans and lubricates multiple systems in your vehicle.
When added to fuel, it cleans and lubricates all components from the Cleans and lubricates the
entire fuel system from the tank to injectors Removes harmful deposits on intake valves and
cylinder heads. It allows motor oils a higher degree of lubricity A pure petroleum multi-use oil
supplement. Controls noise, heat and wear in manual transmissions and differentials. Number

one in the heavy duty and high performance industries. Lucas Oil This premium product is the
best way to go for those looking for the highest quality replacement that offers supreme levels
of quality, performance and reliability Protects camshaft lifters and valve train during break-in
period of motor Excellent for flat tappet camshafts during break-in or as an. Use in all 2-stroke
and 4-stroke gasoline and diesel engines in any season. In the fuel tank, disperses moisture,
cleans fuel injectors, carburetors, gives smoothertop-engine Gives smoothertop-engine
performance Reduces repairs for lower operating cost. Swap out your worn-out or
malfunctioning part with this top-notch product from iD Select. Direct OEM replacement for your
malfunctioning part Made to deliver the ultimate in quality, reliability, and value. Precision
engineering, selection of superior grade alloy materials and advanced manufacturing processes
ensure that Melling valves meet the exacting specifications required for efficient, Right for your
vehicle and lifestyle Made from high-quality materials for ultimate durability. Guaranteed
performance from a quality proven manufacturers. Enginetech camshafts are manufactured at
OE facilities Rigorously tested to withstand years of abuse Designed with innovative
manufacturing techniques. This product is made of high-quality materials to serve you for years
to come. It will meet your needs and Expertly crafted from premium materials Designed to
match rigorous quality standards. Virtually wash-out proof. Stands up to high temperatures and
stays soft in very low temperatures. EP fortified and exceeds OEM specifications. Lasts four
times longer than regular grease Virtually waterproof. The word is out on the best kept secret in
racing! REV-X Racing Oil Additive is the secret weapon that racers everywhere are using to get
to the front of the pack and into the winners circle Eliminates friction on all high load
components Maximizes lubrication on cold starts. ZINC ZDDP is widely known to be the prime
ingredient to protect flat tappet cams and valve train components within engines using heavy
increases in valve spring pressure, to control aggressive BlueDevil Hydraulic Stop Leak
permanently seals hydraulic leaks. One gallon treats up to 20 gallons of hydraulic oil. A
premium, full synthetic, high performance motor oil. Designed using Designed to provide a
Safely helps free sticky lifters and piston rings Helps remove fuel deposits and oil residue. Most
Coan Engineering products are Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product features
premium quality and will perform better than advertised. Perfect for your vehicle and lifestyle, it
is manufactured to Designed to maximize your vehicle's performance Proprietary high tech
formula for exceptional quality. Designed to provide Your new car doesn't need this, but your
old car might if it has the original valve seats. These products offer unprecedented value with
concentration to treat larger fuel volumes at a lower cost These products offer unprecedented
value with concentration to treat larger fuel volumes at a lower cost Expertly crafted from the
highest grade materials. It will meet your needs Stabilizes viscosity Prevents thermal
breakdown loss of viscosity under heat. Designed utilizing the latest technology, Cleans fuel
injector and carburetor passageways Cleans intake valve and chamber deposits. Engine Oil
Treatment, 0. The five gasoline, diesel and oil additives e
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nsure that strong engines remain strong. Contains MoS2 particles as a lubricant, which reliably
protect the engine against wear. Even when the engine is under extreme stress, it ensures that
the engine is not damaged. Next A timing belt is a toothed belt made of reinforced rubber that
rides on sprocket wheels. An engine that uses liquid fuel to create energy, such as an internal
combustion engine, is basically a large air pump. Cool air is drawn in, mixed with the fuel of
Modern internal combustion engines are quite complex â€” with a wide Does your ride have
timing gears, a timing belt, or a timing chain? Is one better than the other? And perhaps most
importantly, do I need to be concerned about the Internal combustion engines are extremely
complex and feature a wide array of components that rotate, move up and down, pump, seal, or
remain stationary. Like the review below this, recommended by the best Southern Yankee
mechanic around. He knows what he's talking about. Popular Searches.

